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GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS

In oll work in which accuracy and ease of reference are important, much depends upon carrying out the computation
[n &amp; systematic manner. The following instructions, taken from the Engineering Department Figuring Book of the
Allis-Chalmers Co., serve as a guide in this mailer.

“All computations, of whatever kind, are to be made in these books, except in cases
where special blanks may be provided for specific kinds of computation. Computations may
be made in ink or pencil, whichever may be more convenient. Pencil figuring should be
done with a soft pencil. All the work of computation should be done in these books,
including all detail figuring.”

“Each subject should begin on a new page, no matter how much space may be left on

the previous page. The subject, with the date of beginning it, should be plainly written at
the top of the first page of the subject.”

‘Work should be done systematically, and as neatly as consistent with rapidity. The
books are, however, intended for convenience, and no unnecessary work should be done for
sake of appearance only. Errors should be crossed off instead of erased, except where the
latter will facilitate the work, Work should not be crowded. Paper costs less than the time
which would be expended in attempting to economize space in making erasures.”

“Where curves drawn on section paper (or sketches) are necessary parts of a computa.

tion, they should be pasted in the book, except where specifically otherwise provided for.”
“Computations should be indexed, in the back of the book, by the person using the book,”
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in order to see all the exhibits, follow the numbers and the red arrcws
Vhen you leave the exhibit for special events, which will be announced
ver the public address system, it ia suggested that you return to the
)xhibit you left and proceed in the designated order.

BUY WAR BONDS TODAY AND WIN THE PEACE
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In order to see all the exhibits, follow the numbers and .the red arrews,
When you leave the exhibit for special events, which will be announced
Over the public address system, it is Suggested that you return to the
3xhibit you left and proceed ip the designated order.

BUY WAR BONDS TODAY AND WIN THE PEACE
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A DIRECT METHOD OF MEASURING THE RADIANT ENERGY OUTPUT OF AN ELECTRICAL

FLASHLAMP

The radiant energy from an electricel-flashlamp can be measured directly
by the following calorimetric experiment where two measurements of ten-
perature rise are made of oil in a thermos bottle. For the first experi~
ment, the flashlamp is flashed under the oil end a reading of the tempera
ture rise, At), 1s made after the oil has reached an equilibrium tempera-
ture with the flashlamp. Here the entire energy, cE2/2, that entered
the lamp is used to produce heat since the radiation is absorbed by the
walls and by the oil. A second temperature rise, Aty, is measured by
flashing the lamp gutside of the thermos bottle and then dunking it in
the oil beiore any of the conduction heat inside the bulb can escape.
Bince the radiant energy ls not absorbed in the oil for this second experi-
ment, the temperature rise will be due to energy that does not radiate.

The outt of radiant energy is then,

(at, - at) = W joules

where at 1g the temperature rise of the calorimeter when the lamp is
flashed in the oil,

At, is the temperature rise of the celorimeter when the lamp is
flashed outside the calorimeter and quickly inserted,

K is the Reat capacity of the system, and since

ALK = CE“/2 = energy in joules from the condenser,

(Bt y At)z at z= § Joules.

Likewise the efficiency of the lamp to produce radiant energy is

at - at,
at, = YM (numeric)

For a typical flash leap such &amp;s the Kodetron FT-2 the efficiency is 25 to
50 per cent for the first experiments,that have been performed. Accuracy
of the experiment is limited by the temperaturserise reading which was
about one degree centigrade. The experiment needs to be repeated with a
smaller quantity of oil and greater energy so that the temperature rise
can be more accurately observed.

Aarcld E, Edgerton
February 8, 1946
























